**ANNUAL INDEX**

**BRIDGES**
- A Bridge Between Nations ... Oct p.62
- Peace Bridge
  - Paul Boken; Mulvey + Banani Lighting by Elizabeth Hall

**Happy Birthday** ... Feb p.24
- Bulkeley Bridge
  - Articlight by Rebecca Falzano

**Urban Refuge** ... Sep p.24
- Triple Bridge Gateway
  - Lam Schwindinger; Light Projects by Elizabeth Hall

**CERTIFICATION**
- Visions of V4 ... Aug p.34
- Changes to LEED V4 by Paul Tarricone

**COLUMNS**
- Apps + Answers ... Dec p.17
  - Careers + Hiring ... Jan p.12
  - Careers + Hiring ... Apr p.38
  - Careers + Hiring ... Jul p.20
  - Careers + Hiring ... Oct p.28
- Editorial ... Jan p.4
  - Editorial ... Feb p.4
  - Editorial ... Mar p.6
  - Editorial ... Apr p.10
  - Editorial ... May p.20
  - Editorial ... Jun p.4
  - Editorial ... Sep p.4
  - Editorial ... Oct p.4
  - Editorial ... Nov p.4
  - Editorial ... Dec p.4
- Technology ... Feb p.13
  - Technology ... May p.34
  - Technology ... Jun p.25
  - Technology ... Sep p.8

**DESIGN TRENDS**
- An Rx for Health Care ... Dec p.45
  - by Leslie North
- Borderline Redesign ... Aug p.44
  - Peace Arch LPOE E by Mary Clare Frazier
  - Broader Border Thinking ... Aug p.40
  - U.S. Border Stations by Mary Clare Frazier
  - Do No Harm ... Jul p.40
  - Historic Preservation and Restoration by Lisa M. Tucker
- Museums and a Green World ... Feb p.46
  - Smithsonian Museum by Frank A. Florentine

**EDUCATION FACILITIES/LIBRARIES**
- At Home on the Hudson ... Dec p.40
  - Ossining Public Library by Mary Claire Frazier
  - Bonnie Whitehouse; Whitehouse Lighting Design by Paul Tarricone
  - Gothic Revival ... Jul p.30
  - The Library at the University of Michigan Law School by Mary Claire Frazier
  - Garry Steffy Lighting Design by Elizabeth Hall
  - One More for the Road ... Dec p.43
  - Greenburgh Public Library by Mary Claire Frazier
  - Bonnie Whitehouse; Whitehouse Lighting Design by Paul Tarricone
  - Photo Finish ... Jan p.62
  - New York State Education Library by Paul Tarricone
  - Pomona College Smith ... Sep p.21
  - Campus Center by Elizabeth Hall

**ESSAY**
- Dangerous Mercury ... Aug p.52
  - in CFLs? One Big Fish Story by Robert Clear, Francis Rubinstein and Jack Howells
- Essay ... Jun p.28
  - by David M. Keith
- The Search for Sustainable ... Apr p.66
  - Street Lighting by Denise Fang
- The Socket-Share ... Mar p.45
  - by Donald Peifer
- Window of Opportunity ... May p.66
  - by Adam Hayes

**FAÇADE/LANDSCAPE**
- A Contemporary Victorian ... Jul p.48
  - The Wisconsin Club
  - Marty Peck and Garrett Maas; Creative Lighting Design & Engineering by Vilma Barr

**HOTELS**
- Alabama Allure ... Jun p.48
  - Montgomery Renaissance Hotel and Convention Center by Sandra Stashik; Grendald Waldron, Tracy Bassett; Goodwyn, Mills and Cawood, Inc.; H. Linden McDowell and Sherry Becker; Design Directions International by Vilma Barr

**EMOTIONAL OUTBURSTS** ... Jun p.36
  - The Tulipres Resort Casino
  - Byre LaFollette, Stephanie Ellis

**HAWAIIAN TO THE CORE** ... Jun p.42
  - Ritz Carlton Kapalua
  - Angela L. McDonald, Lilian Rodriguez and Brian Franco; Horton Lees Brogden Lighting Design

**PERIOD PIECES** ... Jun p.54
  - Allerton Hotel, Chicago
  - Doris Hager and Vaula Gousots; Hager and Associates, Inc. by Paul Tarricone

**PLAYING A NEW HAND** ... Apr p.48
  - The Palazzo
  - Martin van Koobbergen; Kaplan Gehring McCarroll Architectural Lighting by Paul Tarricone

**HEALTH CARE FACILITIES**
- An Rx for Health Care ... Dec p.45
  - by Leslie North
- Collegial Not Clinical ... Mar p.38
  - University of Virginia Health System
  - J. Patrick Burke, Perkins Eastman and Trey Adams; Juice100% Lighting, Inc. by Vilma Barr

**SUBJECT**

**Bulkeley Bridge**
- by Elizabeth Hall

**Campus Center**
- by Paul Tarricone

**Conservation**
- by Frank A. Florentine

**Conundrum**
- by Elizabeth Hall

**Conviction**
- by Frank A. Florentine

**Dead-on Accuracy** ... Dec p.54
- District Nine Medical Examiner’s Office by Elizabeth Hall

**Director**
- by Elizabeth Hall

**Energy Advisor**
- by Elizabeth Hall

**Essay**
- Playing A New Hand ... Apr p.48
  - The Palazzo
  - Martin van Koobbergen; Kaplan Gehring McCarroll Architectural Lighting by Paul Tarricone

**Essay**
-危险汞 …… Aug p.52
  - 在CFLs? 一个大鱼的故事 by Robert Clear, Francis Rubinstein and Jack Howells
- Essay …… Jun p.28
  - by David M. Keith
- The Search for Sustainable …… Apr p.66
  - Street Lighting by Denise Fang
- The Socket-Share …… Mar p.45
  - by Donald Peifer
- Window of Opportunity …… May p.66
  - by Adam Hayes

**Essay**
- 灾难性的汞 …… Aug p.52
  - 在CFLs? 一个大鱼的故事 by Robert Clear, Francis Rubinstein and Jack Howells
- Essay …… Jun p.28
  - by David M. Keith
- The Search for Sustainable …… Apr p.66
  - Street Lighting by Denise Fang
- The Socket-Share …… Mar p.45
  - by Donald Peifer
- Window of Opportunity …… May p.66
  - by Adam Hayes
Soul Mates ....... Oct p.43
Westin, Dallas
by Paul Tarricone

HOUSES OF WORSHIP
A Majestic Mosque ....... Feb p.23
The Grand Mosque
Speirs and Major Associates
by Rebecca Falzano

Spiritual Illumination ....... Oct p.36
State Street Congregational Church by Elizabeth Hall

Stage Lighting Revival ....... Jun p.33
Christ Chapel Bible Church by Elizabeth Hall

IES FYI
"Dream Team" Assembled for IES Handbook ....... Jan p.80

Kelly Grant Recipients ....... Jan p.78
Travel Different Paths by Clara Powell

Let the Search Begin ....... Jan p.80

Savannah Days and Nights ....... Jan p.77

LD+A Wins Three Awards ....... Feb p.68
About the Young ....... Mar p.128
Professional Scholarship Fund

Call for Speakers ....... Mar p.125
New IES Seminars ....... Mar p.125
Set to Launch

The Young Guns of Savannah ....... Mar p.126

IES Document Sets the ....... Apr p.98
Stage for Performance Lighting

IES Members Pass the ....... Apr p.100
NCLLP Lighting Certification Exam

Students Design ....... May p.100
“Audible Light” Projects

Acuity Earns Gold ....... Jun p.80

IES Education News ....... Jun p.79

LD+A and Website ....... Jun p.78
Capture Design Awards

Philadelphia Design ....... Jul p.77
Students Face-off

The Stars Come Out in L.A. ....... Jul p.79

IES Issues Position ....... Jul p.71
Statement on Outdoor Lighting Bills

Seal of Approval ....... Jul p.72

IES Seeks Candidates ....... Aug p.76
for Board

NYC After Hours ....... Aug p.75

Cannon Design Office ....... Sep p.68
Gets Gold

Lumineshine in New York ....... Sep p.67
Contribute Through ....... Oct p.76
Individual Sponsorship

A Call for 2010 ....... Nov p.75

IES NYC Seeks
Student Submissions ....... Nov p.76

IES to Present Awards ....... Nov p.75
in Seattle

One Summer, Five Jobs ....... Nov p.76

Flight into 50 Earns ....... Dec p.76
$12,000 for Lighting Education

‘Governator’ Lured by LEDs ....... Dec p.75

OBITUARIES
Harry Branderhorst ....... Mar p.125
George Cornish ....... Apr p.99
Herbert A. Fouke ....... Jun p.80
Kari Fox ....... Aug p.76
James W. Griffith ....... Feb p.68
Harold G. Jones ....... Apr p.99
Merle Edward Keck ....... Jul p.72
Jiane Martinez ....... Dec p.76
Charles A. McCarthy III ....... Jun p.80
J. Dixon Mitchell ....... Feb p.68
Robert L. Smith ....... Jun p.80
Ronald Tremblay ....... Oct p.76
Paul Trively ....... Jun p.77

INES ANNUAL CONFERENCE PREVIEW
Shades Of Green ....... Sep p.49
by Paul Tarricone

INES ILLUMINATION DESIGN AWARDS
Anatomy of An Award
Adidas Performance Store ....... Dec p.25
by Elizabeth Hall

Blue Cross Blue Shield ....... Mar p.30
of Massachusetts
by Elizabeth Hall

Cobb Energy Performing ....... May p.55
Arts Centre
by Elizabeth Hall

Festhalle Frankfurt ....... Jul p.27
by Elizabeth Hall

Four Seasons Hotels and ....... Jul p.28
Resorts Worldwide Headquarters
by Elizabeth Hall

Pomona College Smith ....... Sep p.21
Campus Center
by Elizabeth Hall

St. James’ Church ....... Dec p.26
by Elizabeth Hall

The Carlisle ....... Jan p.22
by Rebecca Falzano

The Domain ....... May p.56
by Elizabeth Hall

The Palms Casino ....... Mar p.29
Bistro Buffet
by Elizabeth Hall

The Ravenous Pig ....... Jan p.21
by Rebecca Falzano

Tivol Jewelry Store ....... Sep p.22
by Elizabeth Hall

2009 IES ILLUMINATION DESIGN AWARDS
Beauty Aid ....... Nov p.44
Mural—Shoppers Drug Mart
Jesse Blonstein and Julia Vandergraaf; Lightbridge Architectural
Lighting and Diego Burdi; burdifilek
by Paul Tarricone

Optical Illusion ....... Nov p.38
3 More London Riverside
Mark Major and Clementine Rodgers; Speirs and Major Associates
by James Newton

IES 2009 Illumination ....... Nov p.27
Design Awards-International

IES 2009 Illumination ....... Nov p.48
Design Awards of Merit

LEDs
A Bridge Between Nations ....... Oct p.62
Peace Bridge
Paul Boken; Mulvey + Banani Lighting
by Elizabeth Hall

After A Tornado ....... Oct p.56
A Clean Sweep
Greenburg, KS
by Paul Tarricone

Anahim Oasis ....... Mar p.33
Downtown Disney
Kylene Jones and Kristin Pickar; Lighting Design Alliance
by Paul Tarricone

Brighter by the Dozen ....... Jul p.44
Philadelphia’s Avenue of the Arts
The Lighting Practice
by Alfred R. Borden

Conserving Nature and ....... Apr p.45
Energy
Kohan Yah-mah-neee Visitor’s Center
at Lassen National Park
by Elizabeth Hall

Easier Sketched Than Done ....... Oct p.38
Wit Hotel
Avraham Mendall Mor; Lightswitch Architectural

Emotional Outbursts ....... Jun p.36
The Tulalip Resort Casino
Shirley LaFollette, Stephanie Ellis
Carmody and Eric Oakley; Design International, Inc.; Paul Benton; Nexus Lighting Group

Heir Apparent? ....... Oct p.57
CFLs vs. LEDs in Residences
by Elizabeth Hall

Happy Birthday ....... Feb p.24
Bulkeley Bridge
Bulkeley Bridge
Articlight
by Rebecca Falzano

Hits and Misses ....... Oct p.45
Dept of Labor Headquarters; Ohio Vehicular Tunnel; and Riley’s Supermarket Parking Lot
by James Brodrick

Park and Ride ....... Sep p.39
The Fort Worth Convention Center and Lancaster Avenue Street Lighting
by Paul Tarricone

Secret Garden ....... Sep p.29
Royal York Apartments Garden
Michael Franco; Town and Gardens, Ltd.
by Elizabeth Hall

Sticky Situation ....... Sep p.30
Dublin’s Grand Canal Square
Iain Ruxton; Speirs and Major Associates
by Paul Tarricone

The Green Half-Mile ....... Oct p.52
Rick Kaufman; Kaufman Consulting, LLC
by Paul Tarricone

The Light Aquatic ....... Jun p.64
Steinhart Aquarium’s Water Planet
Jason Edling; Arup Lighting Group, Tom Hennes, Thinc Design and Joe MacDonald; Urban A&B
by Elizabeth Hall

The Socket-Share ....... Mar p.45
Conundrum
by Donald Peifer

LIGHTFAIR INTERNATIONAL 2009
LIGHTFAIR ’09 Speakers ....... Apr p.73
in the Spotlight

Himalayan Enlightenment ....... Apr p.78
Chad Groshart
by Elizabeth Hall

Just What the Doctor ....... Apr p.76
Ordered
George Ryder
by Paul Tarricone

Mr. Fix-It ....... Apr p.82
Dean Brocob
by Paul Tarricone

Taskmaster ....... Apr p.84
Shane Cohen
by Paul Tarricone

Theory of Cultural Relativity ....... Apr p.80
Ahay Wadhwa
by Elizabeth Hall

www.ies.org
### ANNUAL INDEX

#### MONUMENTS/LANDMARKS
- Royal Welcome .......... Nov p.23
  - Iolani Palace  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- The Battle Is Joined .......... Jul p.36
  - The Bunker Hill Monument  
    Chris Ripman; Ripman Lighting Consultants and John Powell; Parsons Brinckerhoff  
    by Paul Tarricone

#### MUSEUMS/EXHIBITS
- Curbside Appeal .......... Feb p.33
  - Cellophane House/MoMA  
    Brian Stacy, Arup Lighting  
    by Paul Tarricone
- Daylight From All Directions .......... Feb p.36
  - Affirmation Arts Building  
    Matthew Tanten; Tanten & Associates and Peter Matthews; Matthew Moya Architects  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Diorama Drama .......... Feb p.42
  - David Cimnir  
    American Museum of Natural History  
    by Roslyn Lowe
- Museums and a Green World .......... Feb p.46
  - Smithsonian Museum  
    by Frank A. Florentine
- Museum Makeover .......... Dec p.28
  - The Smithsonian Institution  
    Scott Rosenfeld; The Smithsonian Institution  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Spotlighting a Legend .......... Apr p.46
  - Serpentine Gallery  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- The Light Aquatic .......... Jun p.64
  - Steinhart Aquarium’s Water Planet  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Where Light Meets .......... Feb p.27
  - Landscape

#### OFFICE LIGHTING
- Blue Cross Blue Shield of .......... Mar p.30
  - Massachusetts  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Corporate Classroom .......... Aug p.25
  - Orion’s Corporate Headquarters  
    by Elizabeth Hall
  - New York Times Building  
    by Elizabeth Hall

#### RELAY LIGHTING
- Four Seasons Hotels ........... Jul p.28
  - Four Seasons Headquarters  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Going Green, Getting Gold .......... Apr p.54
  - Cushman & Wakefield  
    Morgan Gabler and Jim Youngston; Gabler Youngston  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Optical Illusion ............. Nov p.38
  - 3 More London Riverside  
    Mark Major and Clementine Rodgers; Speirs and Major Associates and James Newton  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Protecting The Brand .......... Aug p.46
  - The Barclay Global Investors’ HQ  
    Darrell Hawthorne Headquarters Architecture and Light  
    by Elizabeth Hall

#### PROGRESS REPORT 2008
- Jan p.25

#### PUBLIC BUILDINGS/SPACES
- Departure Point .............. Dec p.34
  - Viima Barr
- Museum Makeover ............. Dec p.28
  - Smithsonian Edition  
    Scott Rosenfeld; The Smithsonian Institution  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Park and Ride ............... Sep p.39
  - The Fort Worth Convention Center and Lancaster Avenue Street Lighting  
    by Paul Tarricone
- Spotlighting a Legend .......... Apr p.46
  - Serpentine Gallery  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Urban Refuge ............... Sep p.24
  - Triple Bridge Gateway  
    Lenn Schwindinger; Light Projects  
    by Elizabeth Hall

#### Q+A
- Anne of a Thousand Lights .......... Aug p.58
  - Anne Miltietlo  
    Vortex Lighting  
    by Roslyn Lowe
- Diorama Drama ............. Feb p.42
  - David Cimnir  
    American Museum of Natural History  
    by Roslyn Lowe
- Man About Town .......... Jan p.66
  - Domingo Gonzalez  
    Domingo Gonzalez Associates  
    by Roslyn Lowe
- She Means Business ........ Dec p.56
  - Faith Baum  
    Illumination Arts  
    by Paul Tarricone
- The Arbitrator of Authenticity .......... Jul p.52
  - Bo Sullivan  
    Rejuvenation  
    by Roslyn Lowe
- Upriver With An Architect .......... Nov p.60
  - William Morrish  
    Parsons The New School for Design  
    by Roslyn Lowe
- RESTAURANT
- Bottoms Up ............... Jun p.58
  - S Bar; Cellar Bar; Joule Hotel, 02 VIP Lounge and The Clover Club  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- California Chic ............ Jan p.54
  - AKASHA Restaurant  
    John Barlow/Light Group  
    by Rebecca Falzano
- Eat Your Greens .......... Aug p.28
  - Founding Farmers Restaurant  
    Scott G. Guenthner and Maureen Moran; MCLA, Inc.  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- The Palms Casino .......... Mar p.29
  - Bistro Buffet  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- The Ravenous Pig .......... Jan p.21
  - CD+M Lighting and Schmidt Design Studio  
    by Rebecca Falzano

#### RETAIL
- Adidas Performance Store .......... Dec p.25
  - Elizabeth Hall
- Beauty Aid ............... Nov p.44
  - Murale—Shoppers Drug Mart  
    Jesse Blonstein and Julia Vandergraf; Lightbridge Architectural Lighting and Diego Burdi; burdilife  
    by Paul Tarricone
- Customized for Harley .......... May p.60
  - York, PA; Plant  
    by Paul Tarricone
- Flash and Panache .......... May p.70
  - jaclflash  
    Rhomney Forbes-Gray; Lightbridge Architectural Lighting and Clayton Budd; 64th and Queen  
    by Viima Barr
- Q+A
- Playing With a Prototype .......... May p.62
  - The Children’s Place  
    Amy C. Heerems; Regency Design Services  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Revving Up By .......... May p.58
  - Harley-Davidson Showroom  
    David Soderlund; Clevelight Solutions  
    by Paul Tarricone
- Survival of the .......... May p.77
  - Retro-Fittest Retail Strategies  
    by Roslyn Lowe
- The Domain .................. May p.56
  - The Domain Industrial Park  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Tivol Jewelry Store .......... Sep p.22
  - by Elizabeth Hall
- Trading Up ............... Nov p.24
  - Weseloch Chevrolet and Hummer  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Window of Opportunity ........ May p.66
  - Illumination By Hayes  
    by Adam Hayes

#### ROUND TABLE
- Dear Mr. President .......... Feb p.50
  - by Paul Tarricone
- Heir Apparent? .......... Oct p.57
  - by Roslyn Lowe
- Survival of the Retro-Fittest .......... May p.77
  - Retail Strategies  
    by Roslyn Lowe
- Visions of V4 .......... Aug p.34
  - Changes to LEED V4  
    by Paul Tarricone

#### SPORTS LIGHTING
- New York’s Double Header .......... Apr p.61
  - Citi Field/New Yankee Stadium  
    HOK Sport/M+A Engineers/illume, Renfro Design Group and Focus Lighting  
    by Paul Tarricone
- Taking Aim at Sports Lighting .......... Apr p.65
  - by Paul Tarricone

#### STREET LIGHTING
- Bright Lights, Nordic Nights .......... Sep p.34
  - Streetsights of Roanvemi and Naistenlahit Power Plant  
    by Elizabeth Hall
- Hold the Kitch .......... Sep p.32
  - Fixtures for Historic Street Lighting  
    by Paul Tarricone
- Park and Ride .......... Sep p.39
  - The Fort Worth Convention Center and Lancaster Avenue Street Lighting  
    by Paul Tarricone
- Saving the Turtles .......... Oct p.35
  - by Elizabeth Hall
- The Green Half-Mile .......... Oct p.52
  - Fairfax Virginia Parkway  
    Rick Kaufman; Kaufman Consulting, LLC  
    by Paul Tarricone

#### RETAIL STRATEGIES
- Retail Strategies  
  - by Elizabeth Hall
- Retail Strategies  
  - by Roslyn Lowe